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From The Publisher’s Desk

Welcome to the Dec/Jan 2014 Bird Dog & Retriever News.  Thanks for the advertis-
ers for bringing this issue for us all to enjoy. Yes we are late, but then this time of year a 
few days is not a big deal. I have been spending a LOT of time getting our websites up 
to date with the latest of: club websites, articles, organizations and much more. Look 
for some great articles in the upcoming issues because of my latest work.

So what’s new? Well Jersey our Vizsla rescue of six months is starting to settle into 
her new home. She, as all of our previous Vizslas, has discovered the wonderful world 
of chasing squirrels. In fact a month ago she brought one in for Ellen at 5 AM as a pres-
ent. Scooby our Springer just nodded her head when Ellen ask that I take my dogs new 
prize outside where it belonged. Jersey is no longer bolting outside with any open door. 
She still can be a food thief , but as her girth increases the food stealing decreases.

What’s in this issue? Starting at the front is a German Shorthaired Pointer Interna-
tional CH/CH Snip’s Cowboy Way SH, Owned by Rick Hopkins. Bred by Brenda Roe 
Call name Cowboy. Rick & Brenda are from Walnut Hill German Shorthaired Pointers 
Lafayette, GA, Phone: 706-764-2417, www.walnuthillgsps.us

On to what’s in the inside of this issue. We are starting to get a TON of new prod-
ucts, so we have expanded the size of that section to 3 pages. For our book this issue 
we feature: The Kingdom of Scent By Anne Lill Kvan. We have contacted about 30 book 
publishers so we expect to have a greater selection of books this coming year. After read-
ing the training book by Richard Wolters, Richard W. Peterson wrote the article: Tried 
and True, or What Helps You. 

George Hickox wrote a good article called A Preventative Edge on Training. Loyde 
Childs brings us Remember Me. I take a look at if great Great Dogs Are Born Not Raised! 
David Krassler takes a look at Mastering The Blind Retrieve with Spaniels. This news 
from the good guys, bad guys and some inbetween, our usual calendars, recipes and a 
whole lot more.

We’ll talk again in a few weeks,
Stay warm,

Dennis Guldan 
Publisher Bird Dog & Retriever News


